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Atrocities of War of the USA 
 
 

Since America's existence many atrocities of war have been recorded but nobody ever cared about 
them, on the contrary, they were all minimized, concealed and made to appear to be an absolute 
necessity and only self defense, and necessary for the security of the state of America, etc. In this 
manner, the USA fought wars against foreign states and often violated the Geneva Convention. 
She even picked wars with countries known as neutral states as it was the case with Laos in the 
60s and 70s. This war was conducted with horrendous bombardments with the loss of innumerable 
lives, and through reckless criminal terror-bombings also killing refugees, women and children in 
vast numbers, as i.e. when 473 women, children and old men and women seeking refuge in a cave 
were attacked by three fighter bombers, resulting in all refugees being charred beyond recognition. 
The glowing heat created in the cave through one bomb was so intense, that the gruesome cave 
could only be entered three days later. 
 
Overall, the bombing attacks on Laos lasted several years. During that time, half a million 
bombing-missions were flown, and two million tons of bombs were dropped. This is a fact, the 
public of the world has never found out, and never been told, because this criminal war of the 
USA was conducted as a "secret war", of which nobody should learn anything about. With this 
terror-bombing by the American air force, not only conventional bombs were dropped, many of 
them not exploding, disappearing into the earth, and as unexploded bombs still claiming human 
lives today. In addition, many new bombs and weapons of different designs were being tested, and 
innumerable dangerous cluster bombs were dropped. These are bombs containing various smaller 
bombs of different sizes within their shell, the smallest of them being the size of a tennis ball. 
When they do not explode by impact, they can explode with the smallest touch and hurl out 
fragments and ball bearings even many decades later. In that way many human beings are being 
killed in Laos still today and become crippled, however, also in different other countries where the 
USA used these bombs in their attacks. 
 
America has not only attacked and destroyed undefended civilian villages in Laos, but also in 
other countries, yet with the bombing of Laos, America in her history of wars, has created the 
most terrible bombing event of all. Since the time of her existence, the USA has never taken 
responsibility for all the committed war crimes, but always evaded them cowardly by accusing 
those who she murdered, bombarded and destroyed their countries and achievements. Mankind 
should finally have had enough of America's war crimes, thus all peoples on earth should stand 
together in unity to show America her limits and demand America to come to reason in her insane 
and self-glorifying attitude of controlling the world. 
 
Semjase Silver Star Center, 
February 1st 2003, 3.47pm, 
Billy 
 
 
 
You can find more information on the Billy Meier contacts by visiting  http://www.andyettheyfly.com 
       Join our email group at the site for updates and NEW information.  Emailing with integrity = no spam! 
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